Primalex Project
BENEFITS:
EXTRA HIGH WHITENESS ~ 92% BaSO4
PERFECT COVERAGE
HIGHLY RESISTANT TO ABRASION
MATT
PACKAGING: 7+1 kg, 18 kg
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Primalex Project is a paint made to fit the particular needs of professional painters, accustomed to
using high-quality paints. When it comes to the key parameters, the paint delivers. Project has extra
high whiteness (~92% BaSO4), it has perfect covering abilities, and easy application. All these
characteristics are the key, the guarantee for the perfect results and spotless interior's outlook.
Further more, due to paint's very high vapour permeation ability, it can be used for sanitation
painting also.
USAGE/PRIMALEX TIPS:
This paint is perhaps best suited for living rooms, offices, places of business, corridors and other
places, that put high demands on quality.
APPLICATION:
Before painting, the wall must be cleaned and degreased by a soap-based solution. New or redone
plasters needs to be at least 4 weeks let to dry properly. In case the older painting is too thick, it
should be scraped down. Older paint in thinner layers and walls scraped down or bare, properly
pentrate with Primalex Deep Penetration or Primalex Universal Penetration by its manual. Thin
Primalex Project by the below table and after thorough stir, paint is ready to use. Apply by plush
paintroller, paintbrush or spray. When painting less firm surfaces, do not retrace the roller back, wet
paint could be torn down again. Usually, this paint has better effects when applied in 2 layers.
During the painting, we recommend to stir the paint from time to time. Spilled drops and equipment
should be cleansed before the paint dries up. Primalex Project can be coloured by the Primalex tone
colours palette.
THINNING:
1st layer: max. 20% watering down, that is max 0.2 l on 1 kg of paint.
2nd layer: max 10%, that is 0.1 l on 1 kg of paint.
SPREADING RATE:
One-layer spreading rate (m²/l)*
2-Layer application is suggested

8 kg

18 kg

48 – 80 m²

108 – 180 m²

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION:
Parameter

Value

Dried-up whiteness (% BaSO4)

Min. 92

Density (kg/l)

1.66 kg/l

Dry paint's abrasion resistance (grade)

0.5

Content of volatile substances (%)

Max. 38

85° Gloss

< 8.0

Adhesion to concrete (MPa)

0.25

Equivalent difusion thickness sd - max

0.07

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION:
When handling the product, do not eat, drink or smoke. When applying it is advisable to wear eye
protection with side-pannels. Also, ventillate the room. When spraying, do not breathe spray. When
spraying, wear protective equipment. If swallowed, rinse mouth with water (only if the person is
conscious). In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical
advice. In case of accident or if you feel unwell seek medical advice immediately. After cleaning the
skin, apply regenerative lotion.
P101 If medical advice is needed, have product container or label at hand
P102 Keep out of reach of children
Safety data sheet available on request.
NOT EDIBLE, MUST NOT FREEZE! STORE IN TEMPERATURE RANGE 40-95° F.
Caution, the 18 kg packing must be handled as a freight.
Originally sealed and properly stored product keeps its properties at least up to the date on the
cover. After the unused paint dries up, it is possible to dispose of it in regular garbage. The packing
is fully recyclable. Packing unclean of dangerous substances or stained by them please turn over to
junkyard specified for that purpose by local authorities.
Leftovers: Assigned as non-hazardous waste code O 08 01 12 waste paint and varnish other than
those mentioned in 08 01 11.
Clean packing: O 15 01 06 Miscellaneous packaging.
VOC:
A/a, content's max volume of VOS's is 30 g/l (2010); this product contains max 2 g/l VOC when
ready to use.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
PPG Deco Czech a.s.
CZ- Břasy č.p.223; PSČ 338 24
Czech Republic
primalexcz@ppg.com
Infoline: 800 100 752
www.primalex.cz
Applying pictograms: Brush, Paintroller, Spraygun
Disposal pictograms: 05,PP triangle; green punkt

